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This article interrogates the state of 
the art of haiku in South Africa: firstly, 
it provides an overview of haiku as a 
poetic form in the English language; 
then, it showcases a group of new 
South African haijin (haiku poets), 

with a special focus on their works published in The 
Mamba. Journal of Africa Haiku Network, the most 
authoritative haiku journal in the continent1; finally, 
it suggests directions and perspectives for a larger 
dissemination of haiku in South Africa’s educational, 
literary and poetry spaces. 

As a haiku lover, writer, teacher and a promoter of 
this fascinating art form in South Africa, I believe that 
it is necessary to launch this conversation by tackling 
the old-age 5-7-5 dilemma.

D E B U N K I N G  T H E  5 - 7 - 5 
“ U R B A N  M Y T H ”
My 14-year-old daughter and I have a daily ritual: 
every afternoon, after school, I ask her what she 
has learned; one day, a couple of years ago, I was 
particularly happy and surprised to hear that she 
had learned about haiku. The dialogue unfolded as 
follows: 

Me: “This is awesome, and what have you learnt 
about haiku?”
Daughter: “It’s a three-line poem, with 5-7-5 syllables”
Me: “Nice. And what else do you know about it?”
Daughter: “It’s a traditional Japanese poem”
Me: “Great, nothing else?”
Daughter: “Nope”

Me: “And what if I told you that a haiku doesn’t have 
to have 5-7-5 syllables?”
Daughter: "That wouldn’t be a haiku... Plus, do you 
remember what Randy says? 

on the longest day
two hands reach towards heaven
we enter the clouds

... check this out… 5-7-5, it’s a haiku!”

She was quoting from one of our favourite comedies, 
Balls of Fury, in which the protagonist, washed-out-
ping-pong-champion-turned-FBI-spy Randy Daytona, 
solves a riddle that his slow-wit colleagues are unable 
to decipher, thanks to his knowledge of Japanese 
poetry. And that was a knock-out punch! How many 
chances did I have to convince her that both her 
English teacher and one of our comedy heroes are 

wrong? The answer is: zero!

This little personal story is exemplary, because it 
exposes how both the educational systems and 
popular culture enforce the false myth that the most 
important aspect of haiku in English is its syllabic 
structure. 

Since then I have told my daughter about the different 
characteristics of this poetic form, and we have read 
countless haiku together. Nine times out of ten she 
figures out that these poems do not follow the 5-7-5 
scheme; yet, despite being intrigued by them, she 
stands her ground: “If it’s not 5-7-5, then it is not 
a haiku!” is her default closing remark. It is a losing 
battle… At least with my daughter…

A poetic form must be evaluated in the language it 
is written, and must be attuned to the rhythmical, 
prosodic and grammatical needs of such language. 
Let us look at the most celebrated Western poetic 
form, the sonnet, as a blueprint: it originated in 13th 
century Italy, but had to be readjusted by wordsmiths 
such as Wyatt, Sydney and Shakespeare to adequately 
serve the English language. The same applies to the 
Arabic ghazal adopted by Spanish (via Federico 
García Lorca), the Greek epigram adopted by Latin 
(via Martial), and so on. Metres change when they 
cross frontiers, and the examples of poetic forms that, 
through history, have transitioned from one language 
to others, transforming their hallmarks in the process, 
are countless. Despite this self-evident observation, in 
the 21st century English-speaking world, approaching 
haiku merely in terms of its syllabic structure is a 
mistake as common as speaking of “haikus” (the word 
“haiku” is both singular and plural).

1 11 issues of The Mamba journal, plus 5 African haiku ebooks, can be downloaded for free at the Africa Haiku Network website: https://africahaikunetwork.wordpress.
com/contact/. 
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As my daughter correctly pointed out, haiku is a short 
Japanese poem. In Japan, it is usually written in a 
single line that can be broken into 5, 7 and 5 sound 
units. The last two words are italicised to stress the 
point that “syllable” is essentially an inaccurate term 
to describe the actual metrical units of Japanese 
poetry. This happens because Japanese haiku counts 
sounds, not strictly syllables (the linguistic term is 
mora, Japanese being a moraic language, not a syllabic 
one)2. As Henderson aptly points out in his classic 
An Introduction to Haiku. An Anthology of Poets and 
Poems from Bashō to Shiki: 

If anyone wishes to do “syllable-counting”, he 
should remember that Japanese count in “ji-on”, 
which corresponds only roughly to English 
syllables […] In Japanese the effect of definite 
form is given by an alteration of five and seven 
syllables; in English this method is impossible 
(Henderson 1958: ix)

The vast majority of translators, linguists, scholars, 
and leading haiku poets maintain that about 10 to 
14 English syllables is approximately equal to the 
17 sounds they count in Japanese haiku (and not all 
haiku in Japanese are 17 sounds, either). Therefore, 
a 17-syllables English poem encloses significantly 
more content than a 17-sounds (“syllables”) Japanese 
poem. In the light of this, it is generally accepted 
writing 5-7-5 syllables haiku in English is a violation 
of the original form rather than a preservation of it.

In his essay Forms in English Haiku Keiko Imaoka 
contends that: 

[…] something in the vicinity of 11 English 
syllables is a suitable approximation of 17 
Japanese syllables. This length conveys about 
the same amount of information as well as the 
brevity and the fragmentary quality found in 
Japanese haiku. As to the form, some American 
poets advocate writing in 3-5-3 syllables or 
2-3-2 accented beats. While rigid structuring 
can be accomplished in 5-7-5 haiku with relative 
ease […] such structuring in shorter haiku will 
have the effect of imposing much more stringent 
rules on English haiku than on Japanese haiku, 
thereby severely limiting its potential (Imaoka 
1996).

Insisting on the 17 syllables scheme in English is 
a pedestrian conformity to the Japanese original. 
With regards to this, Ghanaian poet and scholar 
Kwame Dawes pertinently argues that persisting 
in this shallow treatment and engagement with the 

form is “asinine” (Black 2015: 105). It is, indeed, a 
mumpsimus that hinders the appreciation of haiku 
in the English-speaking context.

If the arguments provided so far are still insufficient 
to crack the dogmatic views of the 5-7-5 purists, one 
can study the most famous haiku of all time, written 
by Japanese master Bashō, for further evidence:

furu ike ya
kawazu tobikomu
mizu no oto

The original Japanese version is composed of 17 
sound units/syllables; however, the English translation 
by Robert Aitken (the most popular and accredited, 
amongst many translations3), counts 12 syllables 
(3-4-5), which corroborates Imaoka’s notion reported 
above:

the old pond;
a frog jumps in – 
the sound of water.

These three lines say everything the poet has to say 
(and more!), and they say it succinctly, hauntingly and 
vibrantly. On the other hand, Eli Siegel’s translation 
obstinately preserves the 5-7-5 scheme:

pond, there, still and old!
a frog has jumped from the shore.
the splash can be heard.

Assuming that one of the decisive elements that 
separates poetry from prose is a sustained focus 
on the economy of language, one concludes that 
Siegel’s translation is prosaic, verbose, overwritten, 
less musical, less evocative and less incisive than 
Aitken’s. In other words, poetically speaking, the first 
haiku is much better than the second one. 

At this point, one can safely assert that counting 
syllables is not a major target for English haiku (if 
at all); but then again, which criteria should one 
take into account when engaging with this form? 
If the syllabic pattern is secondary, “if minimalism 
alone does not define haiku, what aesthetic qualities 
are indispensable to haiku? […] what, in terms of 
aesthetics, makes one haiku stand out over the rest 
and why?” (Antolin, 2016: 23).

2 This crucial aspect of Japanese language needed to be clarified, in order to sustain the main argument of this section. However, in order to avoid hyper-technicism and 
over-specialisation, the term syllable(s) will still be still used throughout the article.
3 Matsuo Bashô: Frog Haiku (Thirty-two Translations and One Commentary) http://www.bopsecrets.org/gateway/passages/basho-frog.htm. The web page features also a 
precious commentary by Aitken himself (Aitken 2003).
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T H E  E S S E N T I A L  E L E M E N T S 
O F  H A I K U
Poets and critics constantly debate the nature of the 
aesthetic of haiku, which mutates by country and era; 
this instrumental function is true for the Japanese 
masters (Bashō, Buson, Issa and Shiki) as it is for 
contemporary English-language poets. However, the 
recurring patterns that define the form are summed 
up in the ensuing list:

Haiku…

• are untitled: titles are explanatory and, when 
added, they compromise the intrinsic “openness” 
of the form;

• rely on brevity: haiku carry the principle of 
economy of words to its ultimate extent, by 
focusing on one or two images. In English, 
images are often separated with a dash or other 
punctuation;

• are built upon fragmentary grammar: in haiku 
adjectives, auxiliary verbs, adverbs, and articles 
are omitted, thus disrupting conventional English 
grammatical structures;

• create a backdrop against which an action takes 
place, by making use of rensō, or association of 
ideas: static and dynamic images (“fragment” vs 
“phase”) are juxtaposed to create an “internal 
comparison” of ideas; 

• lack rhyming: rhymes make haiku intolerably 
monotonous and are systematically eschewed;

• create a connection with nature: haiku habitually 
include a kigo, a word taken from the natural 
world that sets the poem in a particular season 
(ex.: cherry blossoms);

• describe a single, small event in the present 
tense (the “haiku moment”): attention is placed 
on ordinary, delicate objects over the spectacular 
and sublime;

• invest on sensuous details: emotions, when they 
are mentioned directly, are not dwelled upon, 
but are stated plainly and directly;

• give a clear-cut picture of a high moment that 
serves as a starting point for a train of thought 
and emotion;4 

• depend on the power of suggestiveness: haiku do 

not put words “between the truth and ourselves”; 
the images are filled with overtones that allow 
the reader/listener to imagine an entire scene, 
or even multiple scenes;

• go in-depth: the emphasis on unadorned 
immediacy (shasei) and sensory imagery allows 
the reader to sense a deeper meaning. Images 
are often symbols of universal themes (life, 
death, birth and rebirth, interconnectedness, 
love, sorrow, etc.) and the poems reverberate 
universal emotions (joy, stupor, melancholy or 
even despair). The most accomplished haiku can 
evoke an entire way of life.

Reflecting on pivotal structural differences between 
English and Japanese language brings one to the 
conclusion that the 5-7-5 syllabic pattern perfectly 
fits the latter, but sounds awkward when applied 
in the former. In addition, haiku’s appreciation and 
writing radically improves when one switches the 
focus from form to content, i.e. from the juvenile 
discipline of counting syllables to the mature 
discipline of perfecting the fundamental techniques 
abovementioned. Mastering haiku’s vital aspects, 
being in command of its rhetorical qualities and 
philosophical values is a complex task, and this makes 
this art much more challenging than most people 
realise. 

Certainly, in the English-speaking world there is space 
for haiku that religiously follow the Japanese syllabic 
structure: journals, magazines and contests which 
do not tolerate deviations from this formula exist 
and have estimators. However, these self-enclosed 
spaces that the “classicists” have created for 
themselves represent a tiny niche, one unworthy 
of persistent literary consideration. What deserves 
the consideration of poets, scholars and the readers 
of this issue of Imbiza is the exploration of this art 
form in the South African literary landscape. This is 
the topic under scrutiny in the sections that follows.

H A I K U  I N  A F R I C A  A N D 
S O U T H  A F R I C A  –  A  C U R S O R Y 
E X P L O R A T I O N
This section takes cognisance of “haiku-ish” poetry 
traditions in Africa and maps the evolution of “Afriku” 
(i.e. “African haiku”), a term coined by Ghanian poet 
and scholar Adjei Agyei-Baah, the co-founder of 
Africa Haiku Network and co-editor with Emmanuel 
Jesse Kalusian of The Mamba journal. Attention is 
hereby placed on haiku in South Africa, in particular 
on a group of under-studied South African haijin.

4 Shiki’s famous “advice to beginners” are cited in Henderson, pp. 161-2.
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In a seminal 2019 paper, Agyei-Baah charts the 
development of haiku in the African continent. 
The document – a must-read for any poet/
scholar interested in this topic – is divided into 
four geographical sections (“Haiku Activities in 
West African Countries”, “Haiku Activities in East 
African Countries”, “Haiku Activities in South 
African Countries”, “Haiku Activities in North African 
Countries”), plus a closing section which offers an 
overview on “Haiku Societies and Associations in 
Africa”, “Haiku Books/E-Books from Africa/Reviews” 
and “Africa Haiku Journals and Reviews”. 

In framing a disquisition on a poetic form 
characterised by extreme succinctness, Agyei-Baah 
astutely refers to an African progenitor of haiku in 
West African cultural loric material: “Senegal has a 
tradition of “short talk” poetry, with no rule relating to 
syllable count as in haiku, but with rhyme and rhythm 
repeated, and engaging in much word play. Such 
poems were recited at occasions such as weddings 
and baptisms”

Other notable short poetic forms from Africa are 
balwo and shirib, both from Eastern Africa (Somalia, 
Djibouti). Balwo is commented in Johnson (1998) and 
Andrzejewksi (2011), amongst other works; shirib is 
examined by Somali legend, Prof Ali Jimale Ahmed, 
and is an African poetic form that has

… some uncanny resemblance to the haiku, and 
not only in terms of its antiphonal structure, its 
provocative amplifications and implications, but 
also in the way both forms communicate a feeling 
or impression in the most succinct and taut 
manner […] The shirib […] has been in existence 
for more than 180-200 years. Like other poetic 
genres in Somali tradition, the shirib follows 
strict rules of prosody, especially, alliteration and 
meter. Unlike other poetic genres or subgenres, 
however, the shirib is accompanied by jaan, the 
rhythmic unity of clapping and footwork. The 
combination of clapping and footwork coupled 
with the sound of a horn-trumpet gives the shirib 
its rhythmic balance. The horn is blown only after 
the poet has recited his verses. Nothing should 
compete with the delivery of the verses. There 
is complete silence during the poet’s delivery of 
the verses. That is because the shirib verses are 
taut, pithy, subtle, and condensed, and demand 
the undivided attention of all participants and 
spectators. […] The original form of the genre 
consisted of four long lines, each couplet 
consisting of 11 syllables. The current popular 
form consists of two lines of 16 syllables, each 
line consisting of 8 syllables. We could perhaps 
say, the long shirib is to the current form what 

the waka, 31 syllables, is to the haiku. That said, 
both the shirib (two lines, each consisting of 8 
syllables) and the haiku (three lines, consisting 
of 5-7-5 syllables) […] allow their practitioners 
to crystallize their thoughts. They use evocation 
while at the same time evincing events yet to 
come. In the Somali case, the poet is said to 
share characteristics with a bird called dhebad 
(hoopoe), said to be privy to events yet to come. 
[…] Farah Seefey is perhaps the most versatile 
of all shirib poets […] his verses are […]: “I see 
a pregnant world / For which [alas] there is no 
midwife in sight”. (Ahmed and d’Abdon, 2017: 
90-95, emphasis added)

The South(ern) African segment of Agyei-Baah’s 
article commences with an honourable mention to 
late iconic poet and activist Dennis Brutus (who “as 
a political racial advocate employed this terse poetic 
genre to communicate his intimate moments”) and 
proceeds by briefly introducing local haikuists who 
“have published work”, namely 

Wilhelm Haupt, “who wrote in Afrikaans 
and published in the Netherlands” […] Moira 
Richards from George (Eastern Cape) [who] once 
served as renku editor for Simply Haiku […] Gus 
Ferguson […] an African cartoonist, editor and 
pharmacist from Cape Town [who] edited the 
poetry journal, Carapace […] Steve Shapiro [who] 
published two haiku books, In A Borrowed Tent 
(1994) and Of Little Consequence (2007) […] Dr. 
Marie Heese [who] published Haiku for Africa 
in 2014 [with] Unisa Press […] Daniel Hugo, an 
Afrikaans poet [who was] responsible for the 
literary programmes “Leeskring” and “Vers en 
Klank” [and] was also an editor at the publishing 
house Protea Boekhuis […] Clifford W Lindemann 
[…] whose haiku began appearing in journals in 
2015 or so. (Agyei-Baah 2019)

The section below expands Baah’s paper by 
familiarising the reader with new South African haijin 
whose works have been published in The Mamba.

T H E  N E W  H A I J I N  O F  S O U T H 
A F R I C A
Issue 2 to 11 of The Mamba showcase five South 
African haijin: Raphael d’Abdon, Maria Steyn, 
Samantha Renda, Fumane Ntlhabane and Bongani 
Masilela5. Their selected poems, grouped below, meet 
the criteria employed to identify a well-crafted haiku: 
they display a high degree of lucidity, conciseness 
and creativity, and occasionally dispense glimpses 
of undiluted brilliance.

5 This brilliant haiku by South African Ayesha Kajee was one of the finalists of the 2016 Afriku contest organised by Uganda-based Babishaiku Poetry Foundation. It appears 
in Prah (2017: 85):
when the rain-drones drop 
kaleidoscopes explode from 
Namaqualand’s soul

E S S A Y S
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The first South African haikuist to be published in 
The Mamba was d’Abdon. His haiku celebrating the 
majestic African snake after which the journal is 
titled was chosen as the epigraph to issue n. 2, an 
issue featuring Nobel Prize Laureate Wole Soyinka, 
amongst other poets:

black mamba 
coiled in sugar cane field 
scythe glistening (issue n. 2, p. Xvi)6 

With 10 haiku published across six issues of The 
Mamba, Steyn is the most prolific - and one of the 
most skilled and imaginative - poet of the group. 
In the chosen pieces below the haikuist’s artistry 
reaches its peak, in terms of nuances, balance and 
originality:

shanty town
satellite dishes 
face the morning sun (issue n.3 p. 25)

we place a bucket
under the leaking roof
evening news

bubbling stew
her hand reaches for pepper
as the in-laws arrive (issue n. 7, p. 3)

almost spring
my daughter restores 
great-grandma’s sewing machine (issue n. 10, p. 10)

lockdown dusk
a V of geese heads 
to the lake (issue n. 11, p. 24)

Renda’s first haiku catapults the reader into the harsh 
reality of black South Africa’s “informal settlements”; 
it is subtle, melancholic, and wittily imbued with a 
feminist/womanist discourse:

distant thunder 
the rocks holding down 
her tin roof

According to tsistsitas poet Lance Henson “poems are 
stories […] that reflect the human experience. And 
the best poetry expresses or mirrors the relationship 
between a human being and the forces that surround 
his or her life” (2002). Renda’s second haiku echoes 
Henson’s words by deftly capturing a volatile instant 

in which two apparently separated naturalistic realms 
fuse into one:

just for a moment... 
where the dragonfly 
meets the sky (issue n. 4, p. 25)

Nthlabane’s haiku have a robust emotive force: their 
imagery is so vivid that the reader instantly becomes 
one with the redolent African landscape the poet so 
fondly observes and elegantly inhabits. Both pieces 
powerfully combine the foundational aspects of the 
form:

dry harmattan
drops of rain
turn dust into pebbles

returning to South Africa —
the scent
of sunflower fields (issue n. 5, p. 27)

Masilela’s captivating pastoral poem succeeds in 
verbalising the continuum existing between the 
human and non-human world and the landscape, 
a typical trait of accomplished haiku. The goats are 
personified to deepen their spiritual connection 
with the first-person speaking poet, in a formally 
impeccable piece:

KwaMhlanga village -
goats yawn at me
in the morning (issue n. 11, p. 34)

This section opened with a tribute to the renowned 
poet Denis Brutus. The road that leads to the 
conclusive part of this article is paved with three 
outstanding haiku by underrated Cape-based poet 
Natalie Railoun (2015)7:

shutting down the blind
slowly descending into
my aching body (p. 49)

a moth stops struggling
spider waits for me to leave
to inspect her meal (p. 67)

cooking in silence
a woman’s meditation
salt for her pot (p. 89)

7 Thirty-three haiku by Railoun are included in For The Duration, an all-female poetry anthology published in 2015 by indipendent publisher Botsotso, featuring also Jana 
van Niekerk and Rosemund Handler.
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C O N C L U S I O N  A N D  F U T U R E 
P E R S P E C T I V E S
Asked about what inroads haiku has made into 
Western culture, Gary Snyder answers as follows: 

I think it’s on its way, but I wouldn’t say it’s 
anywhere near yet. This doesn’t translate into 
consciousness and respect for haiku in the 
English department, or in the comparative 
literature department, or in The New York Review 
of Books, where they want to see more irony 
and intellect. The post-modern mental habit 
is anti-simplicity, among other things (Carolan 
2016: 38).

In line with this argument, Dawes agreeably argues 
that the poetry establishment does not grant haiku 
“a tremendous amount of respect” (Black 2015: 
105). This is a preoccupation shared by many haiku 
enthusiasts around the world, and is certainly a valid 
one when one considers the South African context. 

In African countries such as Nigeria, Ghana, Uganda 
and Kenya, haiku is taught in schools by competent 
educators and haiku poets are invited to give lectures 
in universities, to perform in festivals and to judge 
poetry contests. In South Africa, conversely, haiku is 
frowned upon by both the literary and the educational 
establishments and hijin are largely ignored in the 
public space.

In my haiku writing courses at the Mzansi Poetry 
Academy (a Public Community Learning Centre), I met 
budding poets who had been previously introduced 
to haiku in workshops organised by local poetry 
platforms. What was evident from my conversation 
with them was that the study of the central aspects 
of haiku had been neglected or treated superficially, 
and excessive consideration had been given to the 
syllabic structure of the form. In order to allow them 
to re-discover haiku and enable them to appreciate its 
true essence, I had to make them unlearn what they 
have been mistaught, and start the writing process 
afresh. Fortunately, this sort of “re-education” proved 
fruitful with two young poets in particular, Fumane 
Nthlabane and Solly Ramawatsi. The former has been 
praised in the previous paragraphs, the latter is a slam 
champion, who performs regularly in poetry shows 
and open mic circuits. He started reading his haiku 
into these arenas (much to audiences’ surprise… and 
to my satisfaction!), and some people even started 
to call him “the haiku poet”.

One of the main objectives of this article is to partially 
fill the cognitive and cultural gap existing in South 
Africa around haiku. A large-scale strategy needs to 
be implemented, if haiku literacy is to be increased 

in this country: the art of haiku must be taught 
professionally in schools, universities and poetry 
organisations; poetry festivals must invite haijin to 
be part of their line-ups, they must organise haiku 
competitions, and make space for haiku round-tables 
and workshops in their programmes; high-quality 
haiku must regularly grace the pages of the major 
academic and literary journals because, despite timid 
attempts made by South African journals such as New 
Coin and Poetry Potion to circulate haiku, its status 
in printed publications is still that of a lesser child 
to lyrical poetry. 

The outcome of this myopic attitude is that haiku 
poetry is virtually absent from live events and 

poets who know how to write good haiku are 
sending them to haiku journals and poets who do 
not know how to write haiku are submitting them 
to mainstream poetry journals, creating a bad 
reputation of haiku among editors of non-haiku 
poetry journals (Kolodji: 68-69).

This article argues that a large, widely-accepted haiku 
community made of poets, teachers, editors and 
event organisers must be built in South Africa. This 
will boost the creation of safe, culturally-enriching and 
empowering platforms, and enable poets, readers and 
audiences to explore new territories of the African 
imagination. The point of arrival of this process could 
be the creation of a South African Haiku Society 
(shaped after similar organisations already existing 
in countries like Japan, Sweden, and United States, 
for instance) and, hopefully, the establishment of an 
annual live event dedicated to haiku. 

Much gratitude to the pioneering South African haiku 
writers mentioned in this article, who have paved the 
way for other poets to follow, and a special thanks 
to Imbiza for providing a prestigious stage for this 
long-overdue discussion. It is a step, albeit small, in 
the right direction… As the Italian proverb says: se 
son rose fioriranno…

E S S A Y S

Fumane Nthlabane is one of the  
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